CA NetQoS and AppNeta APM for IT Ops
CA NetQoS was not designed for enterprises transitioning to the cloud and needing top-notch, modern and
active application performance monitoring solutions for cloud or hybrid environments. It’s a product designed for a legacy, on-premise environment that was the norm a decade or more ago, when applications
were all in-house, inside the firewall and under IT’s control.
Back in the old days of application infrastructure, APM only needed to monitor endpoints. Now, monitoring
and managing performance has to include the entire application delivery path, from the app through all
networks (whether LAN, WAN or WiFi) to the end users.
Legacy tools aren’t made for this new, hybrid and dynamic application landscape. IT teams managing hybrid
infrastructures know that performance monitoring tools need to stay ahead of the game—especially when
your business-critical apps run from the cloud and web performance is at stake. Downtime or even just
slowdowns can quickly make the apps unusable and user experience unacceptable.

Why AppNeta?
Our products are modern, nimble and designed specifically for today’s hybrid environments. Here’s what
AppNeta APM for IT Ops tools provide enterprises moving to the cloud:

Modern APM for Modern Hybrid Environments
AppNeta’s APM tools were built for a modern technology environment, where users, applications and
networks are distributed. CA NetQoS is passive and not designed for complex hybrid environments. With
AppNeta’s lightweight products, you’ll get:
•

Active, continuous monitoring: experience the performance while measuring it, don’t just collect it from
devices

•

Hop-by-hop visibility along the entire app delivery path

•

Insight into performance across the WAN and internet that’s not available from any other provider

•

Deep, complete network diagnostics to understand the root cause of issues, plus proposed solutions

•

Modern web path support, including both IPv4, IPv6, and over software defined WANs

•

More actionable, detailed real user traffic data from Deep Packet Inspection

•

Synthetic web transactions testing performance of distributed, microservice-based applications

Monitoring That Won’t Break the Bank
Unlike CA NetQoS, AppNeta’s products don’t require hardware overhead or IT specialists. With AppNeta
APM, you’ll find:
•

Significantly lower costs than CA NetQoS—AppNeta’s APM for IT Ops products together cost 1/10th that
of one CA NetQoS product

•

Our plans include appliance hardware, support, maintenance and deployment, so hidden costs don’t
pop up
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Easy, Intuitive and Fast
Using AppNeta can save your business time and money. AppNeta APM for IT Ops promises a quick time to
value and fast scalability.
•

No device or manual configuration is needed to set up AppNeta APM for IT Ops

•

Locations are up and running in a few minutes

•

Global deployments with thousands of locations take weeks, not months

No Need to Go It Alone
With modern APM tools, you also get modern customer support. AppNeta’s support team is renowned for
its technical depth and responsiveness.
•

Our Technical Account Managers act as an extension of your technical teams, starting right away and
whenever you need them

Interested in learning more? Contact our sales team via email or call 800-508-5233 to set up a customized
demo. Or you can jump right in with a free trial.
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